FASHION ART CHEMICALS
GARMENT AND WET PROCESSING PRODUCT CATALOGUE
TEXTILE
CHEMICALS
KNOWLEDGE
AT YOUR
SERVICE
A WHOLE CENTURY OF EFFECTIVE
TEXTILE CHEMICALS AND TECHNICAL
SUPPORT TO PROVIDE YOU THE BEST
SERVICE AND TO SUPPORT YOUR
CREATIVITY WITH RENOWNED ITALIAN
SENSE OF STYLE & FASHION.
FASHION EFFECTS FOR TEXTILES
A COMPLETE RANGE OF PERFORMING CHEMICALS TO CONFER PERSONALITY AND AWESOME FEELINGS TO YOUR DENIM AND READY TO DYE GARMENTS, TOWELS AND LINENS. ALL OUR PRODUCTS ARE DEVELOPED, TESTED AND APPLIED IN OUR IN-HOUSE WET-PROCESSING LAB.
ITALIAN STYLE & ROCKING SHOWROOM

OUR GLAMOROUS AND CUTTING-EDGE SHOWROOM DISPLAYS OUR MOST CREATIVE IDEAS AND APPLICATIONS, ESPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO INSPIRE YOUR DISTINCTIVE COLLECTIONS.
WE TARGET SUSTAINABLE FASHION

BEING BEAUTIFUL MEANS ALSO BE KIND TO OURSELVES AND TO OUR PLANET. THIS IS WHY WE TARGET SUSTAINABLE FASHION AND WE CHOOSE TO CERTIFY OUR BEST-SELLER PRODUCTS TO WORK AND LET YOU WORK FOR A BETTER AND GREENER FUTURE.
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**AFFINITAS**  
SPECIAL POLYMERS FOR OLD-FASHIONED LOOK

| AFFINITAS ALK | LISTED BY INDITEX - ZDHC | Pre-cationizing agent for special overdyeing with selected dyestuffs. Suitable for dark shades |
| AFFINITAS BFD | Pre-cationizing agent for special overdyeing that imitate the COLD DYEING process |
| AFFINITAS CFP | Pre-cationizing agent for a very strong vintage effect |
| AFFINITAS MDZ | LISTED BY INDITEX | GOTS APPROVED | Pre-cationizing agent for special overdyeing with selected dyestuffs. Suitable for light and medium shades |
| AFFINITAS MP/2 | LISTED BY INDITEX | Pre-cationizing agent for special overdyeing with pigments |
| AFFINITAS PAC | LISTED BY INDITEX | Pre-cationizing agent for special overdyeing with direct, acid and pre-metallized dyestuffs. Suitable for very dark shades |
ALFASOFT
HANDLE FEELING & FUNCTIONALITY

ALFASOFT BAS 100 | LISTED BY INDITEX
Cationic softener in flakes form. Suitable for all kind of fibers

ALFASOFT BREATHABILITY PLUS | LISTED BY INDITEX
Concentrated version of micro HYDROPHILIC silicone emulsion for breathability and comfort

ALFASOFT ELASTIC | LISTED BY INDITEX
High affinity elastomeric micro silicone emulsion. Confers very soft touch and elasticity

ALFASOFT ELASTIC PLUS | LISTED BY INDITEX
Concentrated micro silicone emulsion, with elastic touch

ALFASOFT PALE
Liquid softener for natural and synthetic garment. Suitable for pale shades and white

ALFASOFT PEW
Polyethilen wax emulsion that confers full and drapery handfeell not rubbed and not stiff

ALFASOFT PEACH | LISTED BY INDITEX | ZDHC | bluesign® APPROVED
Softener compound with very soft, draping and smooth handfeel

ALFASOFT PK
Synthetic cationic polyethylene wax for special finishing. Confers full and drapery handfeel, not rubbery and not stiff, can be applied by exhaustion, too
ALFASOFT
HANDLE FEELING & FUNCTIONALITY

ALFASOFT SILKY
Silicone micro emulsion with silky handfeel

ALFASOFT SLIPPERY | LISTED BY INDITEX | ZDHC
Elastomeric macro silicone emulsion. Confers elasticity and resiliency to garments

ALFASOFT SLIPPERY PLUS | LISTED BY INDITEX | GOTS APPROVED
Elastomeric macro silicone emulsion, concentrated form. Confers elasticity and resiliency to garments

ALFASOFT SOAPY | LISTED BY INDITEX
Liquid softener with soft and fat touch for denim and flat garments, for cotton and blends

ALFASOFT SOAPY DP | GOTS APPROVED
Solid softener in drop form, with soft and fat touch for denim and flat garments, for cotton and blends

ALFASOFT ULTRA
Concentrated version of macro HYDROPHILIC silicone emulsion. Confers very soft and drapery handfeel and a great sensation of comfort and breathability
ANTIDEPPOSITUM
ANTI-BACK STAINING AGENT

ANTIDEPPOSITUM CPD
High-performing dispersing agent that avoid backstaining during all washing steps of denim garments.

ANTIDEPPOSITUM CPD CONC
Concentrated form of ANTIDEPPOSITUM CPD.

ANTIDEPPOSITUM ECO | LISTED BY INDITEX | GOTS APPROVED | ZDHC
High-performing dispersing agent that avoid backstaining during all washing steps of denim garments. The ecologically advanced chemicals used are ready biodegradable.

ANTIDEPPOSITUM ECO BASE | LISTED BY INDITEX | GOTS APPROVED
Concentrated form of ANTIDEPPOSITUM ECO.
AUXILIARIES FOR PRE & POST DYEING

AUXILIA BLUE CAST | LISTED BY INDITEX | ZDHC
Special detergent for denim with BLUE CAST

AUXILIA D40 | LISTED BY INDITEX
Wetting, deterging and emulsifying non-foaming agent, suitable for alkaline souring, bleaching and dyeing of cotton garments

AUXILIA DNF
Silicone-free antifoaming agent; suitable for discontinuous bleaching and dyeing, also in alkaline condition and with high amount of salt

AUXILIA PHA
Fixing agent for acid dyes on PA fibers; may be applied in the same dyeing bath. Excellent stability to concentrated acids

AUXILIA PSR | LISTED BY INDITEX
Soaping agent at high suspending power, practically non foaming. Automatically dosable

AUXILIA RTG | LISTED BY INDITEX | GOTS APPROVED
Formaldehyde-free fixing agent for direct dyes on cotton garments

AUXILIA RTG CONC
Concentrated version of AUXILIA RTG

AUXILIA SD
Auxiliary for discharge of sulphur dyestuff

AUXILIA LASER
Booster for laser effect
CATAL BOOSTER & CATALYST

CATAL CHL | LISTED BY INDITEX
Booster for indigo bleaching with hypochlorite

CATAL 100C | ZDHC
Low-temperature catalyst (90 - 100°C) for polymer based resins. It allows curing garments at lower temperature than usual. Low danger of damage

CATAL WF ECO | LISTED BY INDITEX
Catalyst for 3D resins
ENZIMA
ENZYMES FOR DESIZING, BIOPOLISHING, FADING

ENZIMA AMP
Alpha-amylase for desizing at low and medium temperature (30 - 60°C)

ENZIMA AMP PLUS | LISTED BY INDITEX
High concentrated version of ENZIMA AMP

ENZIMA NG LOW-T | LISTED BY INDITEX
New concentrated neutral cellulase in powder form. Self-buffering compound for stone-wash on denim garments which performs at low temperature and neutral pH, maintaining a very low backstaining. Optimum use conditions: 30-35°C and pH between 6.5 and 75

ENZIMA NG PLUS | LISTED BY INDITEX
Neutral cellulase in powder form. Self-buffering compound for stone-wash on denim garments which performs at warm temperature and neutral pH, maintaining a very low back-staining. Optimum use conditions: 40-45°C and pH between 6.5 and 75

ENZIMA BP PLUS | LISTED BY INDITEX
Concentrated liquid acid cellulase for biopolishing of cotton and blends. Optimum use conditions: 50-60°C and pH between 4.5 and 5.5

ENZIMA NB PLUS | LISTED BY INDITEX
Liquid neutral enzyme, developed to highlights contrast and scraped areas. Good for bio-polishing and denim fading too. Optimum working conditions: 50-55°C and pH between 6.5 and 75
FILMY SPECIALTIES FOR FASHION EFFECTS

**FILMY CONTRAST FF | ZDHC**
Special compound for cold dyeing process that doesn't cause dirtiness of the used machine. High-lighted effect on the seams.

**FILMY CRYSTAL FF | ZDHC**
Special compound for stardust look.

**FILMY DIAPOSITIVA FF**
Compound ready to be colored with pigments, for "localized" colored effect on denim and RTD fabrics. Suitable for dipping.

**FILMY FULLNESS**
Plasticized polyvinyl acetate. Imparts permanent full and plastic handfeel.

**FILMY GLOSSY | LISTED BY INDITEX | ZDHC**
Self-polishing compound for glossy pigmented effects.

**FILMY IRID-LEATHER FF**
Special compound for LEATHER look and touch. Self-polishing performance with multicolor glittered effect.

**FILMY LEATHER SOFT FF**
Special compound for LEATHER look and touch. Self-polishing performance.
FILMY SPECIALTIES FOR FASHION EFFECTS

**FILMY PEARL FF | ZDHC**
Special compound for perlescent and prestige look

**FILMY PUK NEW | LISTED BY INDITEX | ZDHC**
Self-crosslinking polyurethane dispersion, with elastic touch

**FILMY SOFT & DRY**
Self-crosslinking polyurethane dispersion, with soft and dry touch

**FILMY SPECIAL ARENA | LISTED BY INDITEX | GOTS APPROVED**
Special natural “stone”, medium size

**FILMY SPIDER | GOTS APPROVED | ZDHC**
Special additive used in combination with 3d resins to enhance the performances

**FILMY SPECIAL ARENA FINE**
Special natural “stone”, small size

**FILMY THC | ZDHC**
Thickener for hypochlorite

**FILMY WHITE FF | ZDHC**
Special compound for white paints
REAFIXUM
RESINS FOR 3D, WRINKLES FREE
POST CURE

REAFIXUM IND FF
Extra-low formaldehyde compound for permanent 3D effects, soft touch and could be colored with pigments

REAFIXUM ZF | bluesign® APPROVED | ZDHC
Extra-low formaldehyde resin for 3D effect, without catalyst incorporated. Low curing temperature and lower fabric damage. Doesn’t cause chlorine retention

REAFIXUM ZF CAT | bluesign® APPROVED | GOTS APPROVED | ZDHC
Extra-low formaldehyde resin for 3D effect, with catalyst incorporated. Low curing temperature and lower fabric damage. Doesn’t cause chlorine retention
TINCTUM AUXILIARIES FOR DYEING

TINCTUM 96
Levelling agent for acid dyeing on polyamide and wool

TINCTUM AC | LISTED BY INDITEX
High yield crack-mark inhibitor with high resistance to electrolytes (up to 80g/l), for scouring, bleaching and dyeing of cellulose and synthetic garments. Minimum foam

TINCTUM BFD
Fixing agent for indigo and sulphur dyes

TINCTUM CBS | LISTED BY INDITEX | ZDHC
Corrosion inhibitor for aqueous systems. Suitable for treatment of garments with buttons and metal accessories. It is not compatible with hypochlorite bleaching

TINCTUM CT2 | LISTED BY INDITEX
Levelling-emulsifying agent in the dyeing of cotton and cellulosic fibers garments with direct dyestuffs. Suitable also for acid dyestuffs on polyamide and on wool garments. Low foam formation

TINCTUM RFA
Organic acid donor for dyeing of polyamide and wool

TINCTUM DLA
Levelling and dispersing agent for polyester dyeing and blends
TINCTUM

AUXILIARIES FOR DYEING

**TINCTUM E-AS** | LISTED BY INDITEX
Non-foaming, silicone-free wetting agent, especially for the dyeing of non-scoured fabrics

**TINCTUM GL**
Anti-reducing agent in reactive dyeing and spray application. Avoids dye reduction during steaming

**TINCTUM M 250** | LISTED BY INDITEX
Sequestering-dispersing agent for dyeing and soaping. No "demetalization" effect

**TINCTUM RCT**
Specific sequestering agent for calcium and magnesium. Dispersing agent for reactive dyes
NOTES
AND IDEAS